ATTENTION!

Important Notifications will be sent out via e-mail from our office. Please make sure that you are not blocking messages from the Registrar's Office or you will not receive notices regarding graduation, cancellations, etc.

New Courses

CRN #11116: EDUC 203-03A: Human Development (SSL), 4 cr
  Wednesdays from 6:30-9:30 pm in HAB 119
  Taught by instructor to be announced
  Fee $15
  Prerequisite: EDUC 111
  Course is offered for A-F grading only

CRN #111420: GERM 212-02A: Intro to Literature (HML), 4 cr
  Days 246 from 11:20-12:30 in QUAD 365
  Taught by Andreas Kiryakakis

CRN #111392: LGTY 468-01A: Reading Religious Images, 3 cr
  Mondays from 1-4:15 in EMAUS 024
  Taught by Timothy Verdon
  Cross-listed with MONS 468-01A & SPIR 468-01A

CRN #111348: MATH 119-09A: Calculus I (MT), 4 cr
  Days 135 from 1-2:10 in HAB 002
  Lab on days 2 & 6 from 11:20-12:30 in QUAD 447
  Taught by Catherine Isaac

CRN #111382: MCL 101-02A: EFL Listening Comp I, 0-1 cr
  A Mod days 124 from 2:40-3:50 in SIMNS G60
  Taught by Sarah Pruett

CRN #111383: MCL 102-02A: EFL Listening Comp I, 0-1 cr
  B Mod days 124 from 2:40-3:50 in SIMNS G60
  Taught by Sarah Pruett

CRN #111384: MCL 103-02A: EFL Listening Comp I, 0-1 cr
  C Mod days 124 from 2:40-3:50 in SIMNS G60
  Taught by Sarah Pruett

CRN #111385: MCL 104-02A: EFL Listening Comp I, 0-1 cr
  D Mod days 124 from 2:40-3:50 in SIMNS G60
  Taught by Sarah Pruett

CRN #111345: MGMT 305-02A: Topics in Leadership, 4 cr
  Days 135 from 1-2:10 in QUAD 446
  Taught by Margaret Newhouse

CRN #111391: MUSC 113P-01A: Oboe Non-Majors, 1 cr
  Taught by Andrea Fedele
  Fee $130—Non-refundable after two complete cycles
  Course offered for A-F grading only
  Students enrolling in 113 will be contacted about the availability of an instructor. Enrollment in 113 does not guarantee this availability
New Courses cont’d

CRN #11388: NUTR 125L-11A: Laboratory, 0 cr
   Day 4 from 2:40-3:50 in ARDLF 131
   Taught by E Kronenberg
   Must also register for lecture section

CRN #11387: PSYC 111-09A: Introductory Psychology (SSL), 4 cr
   Days 135 from 4:20-5:30 in HAB 128B
   Taught by Aubrey Immelman
   Must also register for Lab (fee $5.00)

CRN #11390: SPAN 211-13A: Intermediate Spanish I, 4 cr
   Days 135 from 1-2:10 in HAB 121
   Taught by Marietta Franulic
   Fee $5

CRN #11386: THEO 180-15A: The XTN Tradition (TH), 4 cr
   Days 135 from 9:40-10:50 in MAIN 322
   Taught by Vincent Smiles

Cancellations:

BIOL 315L-01A: Laboratory
MGMT 305-01A: Market Research
MGMT 321-01A: Principles of Marketing
MUSC 113E-02A: Clarinet Non-Major
MUSC 113G-02A: Saxophone Non-Major
MUSC 323-01A: Choral Techniques I
NRSG 204-04A: Native American Health Issues
NRSG 206-01A: Women’s Health Across Cultures
SOCI 367-01A: Environmental Sociology

Core Designations:

Global Flag

NUTR 230-01A: Cultural Foods
   As taught by Jane Byrne
NUTR 230-02A: Cultural Foods
   As taught by Jane Byrne

Note: The Final Exam Schedule on page 6 should read Monday, December 18th

Change in Course (Changes listed in red)

CRN #1007: ACCT 113-05A instructor: Tonya Schmidt
CRN #10391: ACCT 113-09A instructor: Tonya Schmidt
CRN #1012: ACCT 114-02A instructor: Mary Jefferson
CRN #1033: ACCT 210-01A instructor: Tonya Schmidt
CRN #11242: ACCT 210-02A instructor: Tonya Schmidt
CRN #10032: ART 101-01A instructor: Clea Felien
CRN #10034: ART 113-02A instructor: Joe Siness
CRN #10035: ART 113-03A instructor: Clea Felien
CRN #11250: ART 114-03A instructor: Joe Siness
   room: days 1 & 3 from 8-10:50 in BAC C110
CRN #10039: ART 211-01A instructor: Joe Siness
CRN #10041: ART 215-01A instructor: Clea Felien
CRN #10076: BIOL 121L-03A instructor: Ellen Jensen
CRN #10077: BIOL 121L-04A instructor: Mike Reagan
CRN #10081: BIOL 121L-08A instructor: Chuck Rodell
CRN #10172: CHEM 105-01A instructor: Bradley DeLeeuw
CRN #10231: COMM 111-01A instructor: Derrick Lindstrom
CRN #11202: CORE 390-02A instructor: James Makepeace (also see new description)
CRN #11253: CSCI 162L-01A instructor: Lynn Ziegler
CRN #11254: CSCI 162L-02A instructor: John Miller
CRN #11255: CSCI 162L-03A instructor: John Miller
CRN #11256: CSCI 162L-04A instructor: John Miller
CRN #10271: CSCI 239L-01A instructor: John Miller
CRN #10277: ECON 111-01A instructor: Jeffrey Jacob
CRN #10278: ECON 111-02A instructor: Jeffrey Jacob
CRN #10279: ECON 111-03A instructor: Micki Bruyner

Did you know?

If you sign up for a course & do not attend, you are responsible for formally dropping the course either through WEB Self Service the first four days of class or by submitting a completed drop/add card to the Registrar’s Office by the published deadlines. Failure to do so can result in a failing grade for the course.

IMPORTANT!

Change in Course
CRN #10280: ECON 111-04A instructor: Micki Bruyner
CRN #11188: ECON 323-01A instructor: Micki Bruyner
CRN #11189: ECON 350-01A instructor: Jeffrey Jacob
CRN #10329: EDUC 334-01A instructor: Karen Bengtson
CRN #10330: EDUC 334-02A instructor: Karen Bengtson
CRN #10335: EDUC 354-01A room: AB mod days 135 from 11:20-12:30 in HAB 003
CRN #10457: FREN 311-01A room: days 135 from 11:20-12:30 in MURRY 003
CRN #11154: LLAS 270-01A room: days 135 from 11:20-12:30 in MURRY 003
CRN #11155: LLAS 399-01A instructor: Camilla Krone
CRN #10460: GERM 111-01A instructor: Alison Guenther-Pal
CRN #10461: GERM 112-01A instructor: Alison Guenther-Pal
CRN #10462: GERM 112-02A instructor: Alison Guenther-Pal
CRN #11154: LLAS 152-03A instructor: Tom Huffman
CRN #11155: LLAS 399-01A instructor: Bruce Campbell
CRN #11170: LTGY 423-01A days: Monday & Wednesday from 9:45-11:15 in EMAUS 022
CRN #10530: MGMT 311-01A instructor: Virginia Arthur
CRN #10534: MGMT 321-03A cycle/time/room: Thursdays from 6-9 pm in MAIN 323
CRN #10538: MGMT 361-01A instructor: Jean Didler
CRN #10544: MILS 101-01A instructor: John Zeitler
CRN #10545: MILS 101-02A instructor: John Zeitler
CRN #10546: MILS 201-01A instructor: Derek Fussell
CRN #10547: MILS 201-02A instructor: Derek Fussell
CRN #10552: MILS 341-01A instructor: James Fischer
CRN #10553: MILS 341-02A instructor: James Fischer
CRN #10575: MUSC 113D-02A instructor: Andrea Fedele
CRN #10726: NRSG 206-02A cycle/time: AB Mod Mondays from 8:30-9:45 in MAIN 425
CRN #10747: NUTR 125-01A instructor: Mark Glen
CRN #10751: NUTR 125-05A instructor: Mark Glen
CRN #10754: NUTR 125L-03A instructor: Mark Glen
CRN #10756: NUTR 125L-05A instructor: Mark Glen
CRN #10767: NUTR 230-01A instructor: Jayne Byrne
CRN #10768: NUTR 230-02A instructor: Jayne Byrne
CRN #10838: PHYS 191L-01A instructor: Dean Langley
CRN #10840: PHYS 191L-03A instructor: Clayton Gearhart
CRN #10895: PSYC 111-02A instructor: Joseph Buonanno
CRN #10898: PSYC 111-05A instructor: Joseph Buonanno
CRN #10926: PSYC 221-01A instructor: Joseph Buonanno
CRN #11175: PTHM 408-01A instructor: Joseph Gillespie
CRN #11176: PTHM 425-01A days: Monday & Wednesday from 9:45-11:15 in EMAUS 022
CRN #10474: SPAN 112-02A instructor: Roy Ketchum
CRN #10480: SPAN 112-08A instructor: Marietta Franulic
CRN #10486: SPAN 211-01A instructor: Roy Ketchum
CRN #10490: SPAN 211-05A instructor: Roy Ketchum
CRN #10493: SPAN 211-08A instructor: Sarah Kraemer
CRN #10494: SPAN 211-09A instructor: Marietta Franulic
CRN #11176: PTHM 408-01A instructor: Joseph Gillespie
CRN #10875: SWRK 230-01A instructor: Kerby Plante
CRN #10877: SWRK 343-01A cycle/time: Mondays from 4-7 pm in HAB 102B
CRN #10178: THEO 180-02A time/room: days 246 from 11:20-12:30 pm in SIMNS G10
CRN #10179: THEO 180-03A instructor: Anita Bradshaw
CRN #10182: THEO 180-06A instructor: Anita Bradshaw

Course Descriptions:

COLG 390-02A: Senior Seminar: Current Issues in Society, 4 credits
Instructor: James Makepeace
This senior seminar will be a synthetic examination of four social issues which have recently come to the forefront of public and scholarly attention: globalization, treatment of animals, and the environment. Greatest attention will be given to the environmental issue. Each issue will be examined in a two-fold manner: objective assessment utilizing scientific evidence and theory and normative assessment utilizing tools of ethical theory. Aspects of these social issues to be considered will include: conditions of emergence, theories, applicable social movements and counter-movements, cross-cultural aspects, and social change.